1. Let Q* be the w-dimensional hypercube (or w-cube) whose vertices are the 2" vectors of dimension n with components O's and l's. Let Qn be the graph that consists of the edges and vertices of Q*. A complete cycle (or Hamilton circuit) on Qn is a cyclic path on the graph Qn that passes through each vertex once and only once. Let C be such a cycle and let Px, P2, • • • , P2n = Po be the consecutive vertices of C. Any two consecutive vertices Pit Pi+1 differ in exactly one component. Let A¡ denote the index of that component. Then Ai is called the î'th change number of C. The subscripts i in the Pi and the Ai are taken modulo 2". Clearly C is determined by Pi and the sequence of 2" change numbers (1) Ax, A2, --■ , A2» = Ao.
Gilbert [l] has given a necessary and sufficient condition on (1) in order that it be the sequence of change numbers of a complete cycle on Q".
We will say that C traverses an r-cube R if the 2r vertices of R occur as consecutive vertices of C.
The complete cycles on Qz are easy to determine. They are all equivalent under the group of symmetries of Qz, and each one of them traverses four squares. For n = i the complete cycles have been enumerated [l] . They are of 9 distinct types, all of which traverse squares. However, one of them does not traverse any 3-cubes. For n ^5 I will show the existence of complete cycles that do not traverse any r-cubes, 2^r^n -1. The proof is by induction. is the sequence of change numbers of a complete cycle on Q6 that does not traverse any 2, 3, or 4-cubes. Let A{ denote the ith number in the sequence (2). We first show that this sequence is the sequence of change numbers of a complete cycle on Q6. We may take Pi = (00000).
Then P2 = (10000), P3= (11000), P4= (11100), p6= (11101), P6
= (10101), • • •. In Table I the fact that Pt =(fghjk) is indicated by an
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i in the (fg) row and the (hjk) column. Inspecting Table I we see that we have indeed a complete cycle. (2) shows that Aj^Aj+2 for all j. Hence our complete cycle traverses no squares.
In the sequence (2) the longest gap between successive identical integers is 10. Hence any set of 10 consecutive integers in (2) contains all five integers 1, 2, 3, 4, 5. The same is clearly true for any set of 15 consecutive integers in (2). This implies that our complete cycle traverses no 4-cubes.
To complete the discussion we need to show that our complete cycle traverses no 3-cubes. 
bi = <r^2»+1+i2-i, 2" + 12 g i á 2"+1.
Let 3i, B2, • • ■ be the sequence of vertices of a path on Qn+x with sequence of change numbers (4). We may choose Bx arbitrarily. For convenience we take Bx = \iP2 = juo-Pi2.
Since &i = m+1 we have B2=\P2. Using (6) this gives us (10) Bi = \Pi, 2 á i £ 11.
Since .Bii=\Pii and bxi = n + l, we have Bx2 = pPix=ßcrPii-Now oP\ and <rPt+i differ only in the aAith component. Hence, using (7), we obtain Bi = uo-P23-i, 12¿[¿ig 21. Thus B21 = uo-P2 = ßPx2 so that F22 = XFi2. From (8) we get (11) Bi = APi-io, 22 á i á 2» + 11, in particular, F2»+ii = XPi=XerPi, so that F2''+i2 = ak''Fi=::A'0'F2',+i-Hence Si^/wiV+i+u-i, 2"+12^¿á2"+1+l, by (9). In particular B2n+i+i = ßoPi2 = Bi. We see from these relations that the path Bi, B2, ■ ■ • passes through every vertex of Qn+i-Hence we have a complete cycle. We denote this complete cycle by Cn+i-We note that &o = eJ2"+1 = o-x4i2 = 4; b2 = A2^A, 5; ¿>io = ^4io = 4; and ôi2 = cn4io = 5. Thus (iii) holds for C"+i. Moreover, Bx = ßP2, B2=\P2, Bu = \Pu, Bu = ßPu. Since F2F11 is an edge of Qn it follows that Bu B2, Bu, B12 are the consecutive vertices of a square. Thus (ii) holds for Cn+i. To complete the discussion we must show that (i) holds, i.e., that Cn+i traverses no r-cube, 2^r^n. Suppose T is an r-cube traversed by C"+ii 2^r^re. It follows easily from the induction hypothesis and the sequence (4) that T is not contained in the w-cube X<2" or the re-cube ßQn. Hence Tr\KQn is an (r-l)-cube. Since Cn+i traverses T it follows from (10) and (11) that Cn traverses the (r-l)-cube \~1(Tr\KQn). Hence r-1 = 1, r = 2, and F is a square. Thus for some j; B¡, Bj+i, B¡+2, Fy+3 are the vertices of the square T. Hence b¡ = b¡+2. By construction b¡ = bj+2 = re +1 is impossible. Since T does not lie in either \Qn or ßQn one of the change numbers of F is w + 1. Hence bj+i -n + 1. Therefore j = 0, 10, 20, or 2"+ 10. Now Therefore, Cn+i traverses no r-cubes, 2 ^ r g re. Thus we have proved :
Theorem.
For any n ^5 there exists a complete cycle on the n-cube that does not traverse any r-cube, 2^r^n -l.
